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its not just drums and chanting
Traditional African music
differs greatly in form and
structure from the European
music accepted as traditional
or classical in the West.
African styles are generally
more complex, yet less
restricted, than most Western
musical styles, with emphasis
not so much on harmony, but
on
rhythm,
especially
polyrhythm.
Many African
languages are tonal, unlike any
European tongue, and this has
a great effect on singing
styles. Except for those from a
small number of cultures in
eastern Africa, virtually no
African songs rhyme. African
instruments are not tuned to
the Western scale, and many,
including the human voice,
change their tuning while being
played. A song cannot be
broken into sections (such as
chorus , verse, bridge) that a
Western listener would easily
recognize.
All
these
differences
make
the
trad itional forms of African
music incomprehensible or
even unpleasant to many
Westerners.
During the past eighty or
ninety years, European
colonists and repatriated
slaves introduced Western
musical forms to Africa ,
bringing hybrid forms of music
that they had developed during
their involuntary exposure to
Western
culture,
and
incorporating instruments and
languages of both cultures into
the new African hybrid. A rough
(and
probably
wrong)
description of contemporary
African songs is that they
combine some Western
structures,
such
as
harmonious singing and
differing verses alternating with
identical choruses, with the
traditional elements that are
most accessible to Western
ears, such as polyrhythms,

long playing times (sometimes
as much as twenty minutes),
and singing techniques similar
to those that characterize
gospel, soul and the blues.
Most traditional songs were
about everyday affairs or were
appeals to the gods, but many
today deal with national or
global issues . Nigerian juju
musicians (King Sunny Ade,
Prince Nico Mbarga, Sonny
Okosuns) have written popular
songs celebrating their national
independence, urging the
people to support the country
despite the leadership crisis, or
praising the national free public
education policy. Some of
Rhodesia's Chimurenga rebels
maintained morale with protest
songs full of allusions from
Shona culture that the British
could not understand. Thomas
Mapfumo, the most popular of
Zimbabwe's rebel musicians,
was always banned and never
advertised, yet in the years
before liberation he topped the
charts
frequently
with
broadcasts from neighboring
Mozambique.
Of
course,
not
all
contemporary African songs
are political, and unless you
understand the language or the
song is in English , it doesn't
matter much anyway. Most
modern African music is upbeat
and happy sounding. Probably
for historical reasons relating
to slavery, the blues and other
sad Western and hybrid styles
don't seem to have caught on
in Africa.
Anyone who is
familiar with the works of the
Talking Heads, Brian Eno,
Robert Fripp, King Crimson and
Stewart
Copeland
will
recognize the direct and recent
influence that African music
has had on Western music.
KUCI plays modern Afri~an
music every Sunday eventng
from 6pm to 9pm. Jeff Foster
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I want to thank with all my heart
the following people who have
·Pt~ts·tnt.s·
contributed
greatly
in
supporting Orange County's
only alternative KUCI. Without
Slauer. Dyerl<i 11
their help, KUCI would not be
DRI & Metal Church
where it is today, bringing you
Noy_ 7 ~ Fenders
specialty shows, imports,
goodies and staying on the air
Durut ti Col umn
24 megahours a day with your
donations and funding: The UC
Noyember 9 ~ Roxy
Regents, ASUCI,
AGS,
Goldenvoice Productions, Pop
Bad Brains
Culture Records, The Coach
Corrosi on of
House Saloon, Frontrunners,
Conformitu
Cuttin' up the Town, Metal
Blade, Dr. R.J . Taylor, Avalon
Noyember 22 ~
Attractions, The Palace, Peer
01 ympi c Auditori urn Records in Newport ,
Sebastian, Hi-Times, Parc
Presents, The Greek Theater,
The Pacific Amphitheater, The
Balboa Theater, Sluglord, BYO,
Safari Sam's, Adventurous
Attractions,
The
New
1 Love and Rockets (Big Time)
University, the KUCI OJ's,
2 REM (IRS)
fellow management, all yoU
3 Iggy Pop (A&M)
4 Thelonius Monster (Suite Beat) cool cats who tune in and stay
tuned plus the other great
5 Jazz Butcher (Big Time)
music people I have run out of
6 Dramarama (New Rose)
room to thank. You should
7 Hunters & Collectors (IRS)
know who you are, you keep us
8 Timbuk3 (IRS)
supplied with what fills our air
9 Beat Farmers (MCA)
space!
Claire Voyant
10 Dream Syndicate (Big Time)
Promotions Director
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WHAT'S UP AT KUCI
Another classical program has been added on Sundays! Listen to
at 1pm for three hours of classical music.

~

Then at 4pm, Voice of Israel finally has an hour of its own featuring
Israeli folk music and news. Following ~ is Rangmala, an Indian
show highlighting music, news, and interviews from India.
For those who love the blues, The Mad Platter plays two non-stop
hours of blues on Saturdays at 4pm and remember, there are no
commercials.

Tuesdays provide two new music features. At 4pm, listen for the
Import Album of the Week on Logical Airwaves and then at 9pm
tune in to see if new imports cut it on The Proying Grounds, co
sponsored by Hyde Park Corner Records.
We've also added a new public affairs program on Thursdays at
8:30am . Radio GPACS concentrates on world affairs, nuclear
issues, and interviews with prominent people in the hopes of finding
solutions to the world's problems.
Hey jazz lovers! KUCI plays jazz every weekday from 9:30am until
noon. Listen up for the best in jazz and jazz fusion. For those of
you who want to dig up the roots of jazz, tune into Esquire at
8:30am on Mondays and Fridays because he digs it better than
anybody around.

are gi yen away each and everyday
on KUCI so call your favorite DJ
when told to at 856-KUCI and win!

An additional punk show has hit the airwaves . Generic Radio
moves to Tuesdays at 10pm making room for Jm1. on Saturday
nights. Listen in and freak out your cat.
And don't forget the rest of the weekend programming bringing you
classical, reggae , African , gospel and Chinese programming
throughout the rest of the year.
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